
  

>> All right, good afternoon everybody, welcome back. Lunch? Good? Perfect. Okay, cool. How 

many people were here this morning in this session? Oh wow, so I didn't scare everybody away. 

Good, awesome. You guys will notice that this session has a very different feel in this morning. 

This morning I really was trying to cram in 600 ideas into 90 minutes. This afternoon has a little 

bit more time to breathe, we have a little bit more time to talk. I have two different activities 

I'm going to let you loose on to actually explore yourself, so hopefully you have a device that's 

hooked up onto the Internet. If not, it's a great opportunity to make a friend. Find somebody 

with a tablet or a computer that's already hooked up and go sit and be a friend with them. But 

we'll get to them in a little bit, don't worry about that now. We'll spend our time this afternoon, 

until three o'clock, I'm going to be better at watching for my cues. We've already decided that I 

need to be better at that, and I will. Scott says to me, was that helpful when I was doing the 

little whiteboard and giving you the time? Then he said, or did you not even look at that? I said, 

no, I didn't even look, I didn't even notice, but yeah, I like that. I think it's great. Keep doing 

that. I think that's awesome. So, I’ll look over there once in a while, I will do that. As Scott said 

the Google site address is up there. You have everything from this morning and this afternoon 

on that website, so that'll be my presentations, both of them from today. So you have 

everything, anything you see up on the slide, up on the screen, you have. So don't feel this need 

to frantically write anything down. All you need to do is frantically write that list, that web 

address down, or take a picture of it, and then you're good. You'll have everything.  

>> [INAUDIBLE]  

>> Oh, I don't know. Can I? That's a great question. Can I add that to the app? I'm going to ask 

my people down here. We're going to check that out and see if we can add that in there, yes. 

You're welcome. We're going to do that. We're doing that right now. We'll figure that out, but 

yes, good idea. So, as people who tell Scott how to do things, I feel bad for him. This will be the 

last time he sits in one of my sessions. So, you got my kind of bio info as Scott did, which was 

helpful. Here's my contact info, so if you need to get me for anything after today, I know I 

sometimes have that too, I go to a workshop, it all makes perfect sense when I'm sitting there, 

and then I go back to work the next day and nothing makes sense. I don't even know what 

happened. So feel free. Reach out. I'd be happy to chat with you. Shoot me an email. Reach out 

to me on Twitter, either way I'd be happy to talk about anything. I'm just talking with Jen. Jen 

was in the morning session and said, I want to pick your brain. She sent me a tweet at lunch and 

I said, well I'm sitting right outside the room. Come pick away. I'm willing to chat about things. 

So definitely reach out. As we go through, I’ll give you the same thing I gave the morning group. 

I did set up something, it's called the flip grid, for us. So, flip grid is a video response tool. It's an 

app and a website you can go to. I set one up for us today, if you want to play with it and try, 

maybe when we go ahead and do some of our breakout activities, and you guys are exploring, 

try it. You have the link, we'll get you to the grid, or the QR code if you take a picture with your 

mobile device, will launch the grid automatically and let you leave a video response. All right, 

you ready? That's the end of when the link is on the slide, so I tried to throw it on the first 

couple so you guys could make sure you wrote it down. Are we good? All right. Do we need to 



sit and watch that over and over again? If you were in this morning, you know I put these 

animated gifs in there just for myself. It's just keeping me smiling as I watch it. All right. Yeah, 

you can't break him out when he's saying let's do it, you got to wait. All right, some context of 

what we're going to talk about, and then we'll dive into it, right? You can't stop that until he's 

done yelling, [INAUDIBLE] okay, so let's give some context. We'll talk about today, I'm going to 

frame the conversation today around a program that I worked with one of our local disability 

organizations on to create a transition program for their young adults. We had a six-week 

program, and we talked about technology with regards to transition, and then looked to 

explore ways that these individuals could become more independent. So I'm going to talk about 

it in that six-week framework, but then we're going to hang some ideas on top of it so I'm going 

to use that as kind of our structure to scaffold for today, and then we'll hang some pieces of 

information there, from everything we're going to talk about kind of stems from this thought of 

WIOA, so this idea of the Workforce Innovation Opportunity Act, which has been put in place, 

asks us in education to define some pre-employment transition services. In that kind of idea of 

what we can look at for these pre-employment transition services, we have some ideas for job 

exploration, work based learning experiences, workplace readiness, instruction and self-

advocacy, a lot of those different things we could think about that would help someone be 

more independent as they move to that next phase of life. What I'm going to talk about is 

thinking about how we could create learning opportunities to build technology confidence as 

people start moving forward to transition. So I'm going to look at it from that perspective, 

which kind of fits nicely into, quite honestly, pretty much anything up there. So as we think 

about it, that's kind of my slant as I'm going to address this through our day here. This is 

interesting. According to WIOA, 15% of the federal funds that these organizations are receiving 

must be set aside for these types of activities, so there could be funds available through VR. 

And through anything-- what is your VR called? OVR. Thank you. I thought so, but I wasn't 

positive. I didn't want to besmirch the name. We have DVR in New Jersey, but you're OVR, 

same difference. So this idea, these are activities, and this might be a great opportunity to build 

partnerships between your school or organization and these organizations who need to provide 

this type of service, and thinking about how we get students ready. That's my thought. This is 

going to be the underlying current of everything we talk about today. How are we getting them 

ready for transition? I'm not defining that transition right now. You define it in your own way. 

What are they transitioning to? More school, work, community, whatever it is. The transition is 

happening. So what does that look like, and how can we get people more prepared? Has 

anyone heard of this group, QIAT? A couple people in the room who have heard of QIAT. It's a 

group of professionals that created kind of this ad-hoc group called QIAT, Quality Indicators for 

Assistive Technology Services. They've come together as a group of professionals to come up 

with some best practices of what they think we should be looking at when we talk about 

transition services. So their website is QIAT.org. They have a bunch of indicators on there. 

We're going to talk about the transition ones, but there are many others. AT consideration, AT 

evaluation, professional development, administrative support, there's a whole bunch of 

indicators on there. What they've done is not give us a checklist of things we must do, but 



instead given us what they call indicators for best practice, and so each of the headings of these 

indicators has about seven or eight indicators that we can go through. But think about this, and 

when you go to the website at that QIAT.org, you can download their matrix under each of 

these headings, which then you can self evaluate how you're doing as an organization in this 

area. So all I’ve given you now is the indicators themselves, but under that on the grid you 

would get, you know, four to one. Four, we do it great. One, not so much. And then you find 

where you live in this grid that gives you a really good sense programmatically of how you're 

moving forward, and making sure that students can be successful, in this case under transition. 

And so some of these that they talk about, transition plans address the assistive technology 

needs. I'm only going to read the underlined pieces, just to give you a sense of what they are. 

The transition planning empowers the student to participate, goes back to that self-advocacy 

approach from the last slide, advocacy related to assistive technology use is recognized as 

critical. This idea of making sure that the student is part of this solution set. Now more than 

ever, I think you know, sometimes when we think about the idea of students being 

participatory in this process, we see not as much as they're younger, and then hopefully, fingers 

crossed, as they continue to age, we see more participation. Quite honestly, when we're at this 

stage, they need to be the driver of the conversation. They need to be the person who's leading 

us on this path as we move forward. So thinking about that. What are the AT requirements in 

the receiving environment, that is the environment that individual is transitioning to? What are 

we looking at there? This assumes, this is making a slight assumption, that the technology 

needs have been met in the current environment. Now, if they haven't that's another story 

entirely, but there is an assumption here that we are working with someone who is successful 

with their AT use, and they're about to move to another environment, which may change that. 

The transition planning proceeds according to an individualized timeline. That's a great one. 

That's one of those kind of nebulous things. Like, what does that mean? I don't know. What 

does that mean? You have to have that conversation as a group. What does that look like? How 

do those needs that the individual has translate into a timeline? And that's going to be different 

for every single person. And then finally, the transition plan addresses specific equipment, 

training, and funding for technology supports that the individual may need, including transfer 

or acquisition of devices. This becomes part of that fund, and we could probably spend an 

entire session just talking about this idea of transferring existing technology supports. If I'm an 

individual who uses technology and it's working for me, but yet I graduate and all that goes 

away, and we have to start all over again, is there a process in place to transition that 

technology so that it follows the individual? And then so, just some of their errors that they see 

typically, so it's when we think about what happens when it goes wrong? What does it look 

like? And here's some of the things. Lack of self determination, self awareness, and self 

advocacy on the part of the individual. I like that that one's number one. Again, that the person 

is driving this process, but if they're not equipped to drive the process then that becomes an 

issue and a pretty significant roadblock here. Lack of adequate long-range planning, inadequate 

communication and coordination, failure to address funding responsibly, inadequate evaluation 

process, philosophical differences between the two agencies who may be participating in this 



person's life at this point, and then finally lack of understanding of the law and of each person's 

responsibility. So, that's what they see as some of the errors that come up. All right, so let's talk 

about this a little bit. I'm like the king of these animated gifs. I love them. They just-- I work at 

home. I got to keep myself busy as I'm sitting there. Alright, so let's talk about this. Again, we'll 

talk about this from the framework of what we put together, and I’ll give you a little sense of 

what this program was. This was a six-week program, and it was called technology beyond the 

classroom, so this was a program that I developed with some people at the local ARC, the ARC 

of Monmouth County in New Jersey. So we put this together, this idea was an introduction to 

smartphones, tablets, and using technology to be more independent. The idea being pretty 

exclusively about executive function support, organization, time management, and being more 

independent with technology. Just being more independent, having that technology be a 

support. So originally, this program was funded by our assistive technology act project. Each 

state has one. Yours is called PIOT, if you've never heard of it, it's at Temple. These 

organizations have money that they want to outreach into the community to support programs. 

So we reached out to them with a proposal, and they funded our program. And again, we had 

the partner which was the ARC of Monmouth County, so it was myself and the teachers at ARC 

of Monmouth County, along with the students in their program, working together to figure out 

how we could do this. So here was our plan. And again, think about this. You could mimic this in 

your setting and start to change it, and modify it, what makes sense for you as you go forward. 

This is what made sense for them at the time. So, they have a program at the ARC that's called 

the achievement zone, and this is for their students that are in that 18 to 25 range. So these are 

students, most of them-- yeah most of them, if not all, have graduated high school, and now 

they're in this next step, this transition program. They go to program every day and do different 

things. They do work-study. They get out in the community. They volunteer. There's a lot of 

things that they do throughout the day. But what we did was, one day a week, we focused on 

technology use. That was our plan, and so one day a week I would come in and work with the 

group from 10:00 to 3:00, you know, so pretty much the whole day. We have individuals with 

various disabilities, all disability types there, physical, cognitive, visual impairments, hearing 

impairments. We had a little bit of everything, as the teacher in our class said. You have, you've 

walked into a potpourri of disability here. So that's what we had, a lot of people. Two different 

program locations, and I’ll talk about that as we go through, because that played a role in how 

this program was effective. This idea of, we were in their program location, which was a 

building, their own building, by itself. The second time we met each week, I met with a different 

group of individuals, and we met in the community at a community room in the local mall. So 

the mall rents out the community room, we met there. So it was a different group who couldn't 

get to program. So, it was about distance and travel at this point, and transportation was the 

issue. So we met there, so I met with them twice, two times a week, two different groups. 

Some people went to both groups, but mostly it was different people in each set. So that was 

kind of the plan. So what was our hope? Our hope was to prepare them with technology to be 

independent in wherever they were going. We had participants in our group that were going to 

each different phase of transition. Some were going to work. Others were community living. 



Some were going to school. So they were going to the Community College, had a program as 

well that supported students with disabilities as they were being introduced to college. It's 

interesting, as I was putting this together I found this piece of information from Syracuse 

University, has a program that they run on campus called Inclusive U, and they had a New York 

Times article on it. So when you get to the slide deck on the page, you can click that New York 

Times, and it will take you to the article. So it's linked into the picture there. But it was about 

preparing students for college. So we did preparing for a little of everything. We left it pretty 

broad to get a sense of, to really meet everyone's needs as we went through. I'll give you the 

overview of the six weeks, and then we'll dive into what went right, what went wrong, and 

maybe some ways I could teach you that not do what I did. How about that? I'll suffer for all of 

us, and you guys won't have to. So as we went through, kind of our plan that we came up with, 

myself and the teacher and our aides in their class, we started with just getting a sense of 

where people were. We didn't know what they knew, so we had to get a sense of what that 

was. We did some skills assessments. We did some practice. We did some basic training on 

mobile devices, so they understood how they worked. The second week we started building 

what we call the transition toolkit, something that was electronic and portable that they could 

take with them out in the community. And I’ll give you a sense of what that looks like in a 

second. The middle of the course was really spent on exploring tools and figuring out what 

tools made sense for each individual in the class. As we wrapped up, we talked about digital 

citizenship and what that means, and how we have to be aware of what we do. That also lent 

itself to a nice conversation, a very long conversation, about social media etiquette and what to 

do online and what not to do online. That was forced on us because they had an episode in the 

program the day before I got there, and they said, could we talk about this instead? Sure, okay, 

let's talk about this. So that came up as well. And then finally, as we wrapped up and they got 

ready to move past this, we dialed in what tools were effective for them, and then how they 

were going to use these skills in the community as they move forward. So we talked about this, 

here's where we'll start dropping in some of this technology, and you guys will do some 

exploring. The first week we spent just talking about what the technology was. I was, I shouldn't 

say I was shocked. I was not overly surprised, but a little surprised, I guess, of how little every 

person, how little they used their devices. Every person came with a smartphone. Can you 

guess what they did on their smartphones? Oh, you guys got it all. Games, YouTube, Snapchat. 

Not even texting as much, and what I found is I started to get, kind of dive into who my 

audience was in this group. And as we started exploring, none of them were readers. So 

anything that was text-based was not high on their priority list on their phones, but YouTube? 

High on the priority list. Snapchat? Yes, thank you. Instagram? Yes, please. Those were the kind 

of things that they were on, and they were using. This was one of those situations where they 

were not even sure what their devices did, because all they did was the things they were using 

them for so far, so it was mostly those social media things. But we went over the basic 

functions. We talked about the idea of what it's like to use one of these devices, what is, you 

know, it has buttons on the edge of it. What do those buttons do? One young lady in the class, I 

kept calling them kids, and they kept saying, would you please refer to us as young adults? So, I 



will apologize ahead of time. Young adults. One of the young adults in the class, we were having 

a conversation, and we were talking about, I had said to the group, what's one thing that you 

think everyone should know about their phone? And one of the guys in the group said, well you 

have to know how to charge it. That's perfect. And one of the young ladies in our class, she 

raised her hand, she goes, well my phone has never been charged. And this led to a nice 

discussion of, really? That's interesting, so we had this conversation and we're like, what do you 

mean? She goes, I don't know. I use it all day. I come home. When I leave the next day, it's 

charged. It's magic, if you will. And then everybody in the group is getting mad at her. You 

know, that's not, it's can't be. And they're like, well, is it? I don't know. I don't think so. So we 

said to her, when you go home, what do you do? Like, walk us through when you get home. She 

said, oh, well, I get home. I put my key and my phone on the table that's right by our front door. 

Okay, what happens to it then? She goes, I don't know. I see my mom pick my stuff up, but I 

don't know what she does with it. And then in the morning my key and my phone are just 

sitting there again. And so one of the people in the group says, do you think your mom's 

charging your phone? She goes, no, I can't-- no, I don't think so. So, she got a job that night 

which was to go home and watch her phone, just watch it. Just do some recon, see what 

happened. She came in the next day, and she goes, everyone, my mom's been charging my 

phone. So that mystery got solved, which was nice. That was a relief. I thought she had a great 

phone. I wanted to get hers. No, so her mom was charging her phone. So that led to a nice 

discussion of well, how do you charge your phone? And what do you need to do? And how do 

we make sure that it's got enough charge in it and all these kind of conversations? And that led 

to some nice conversation about, you know, you have to turn the Wi-Fi on. How do you do 

that? How do you mute your phone? All of these functions they think a lot of times we take for 

granted, but clearly, they were not doing because in the first class, someone's phone rang three 

times and it was the loudest ring I ever heard in my life. I said, you know we're in program 

having a conversation, maybe we should all mute our phones right now. And that led to a round 

of, well, my phone doesn't have that so it's just going to play loud. No, your phone has that. 

They all do. And so we went back through this conversation, but really interesting, you know, 

you take a step back from that. These are young adults that were, their average age was 

probably about 21. They've had these phones for years, and never knew how any of this stuff 

worked. That really was interesting, so we spent a lot of time talking about that. We did the 

basic apps that come with it. We talked about the built-in accessibility. We talked about some 

of the things we would work on in the next weeks. The built-in accessibility, I said it to the 

group before, we'll hold off on that for a second. I said it to the group this morning, you turn on 

the speak selection on your phone which is built-in, and your phone now becomes a tool to 

read out loud to you. For a group of 20 plus people that I was working with every week, who no 

one was a reader, that seems like a pretty important function to turn on. And it led to a funny 

conversation. Interesting, same girl by the way, same young woman. We turned it on. I sent her 

home, in addition to figuring out how her phone got charged every night, I said to her, why 

don't you share, and I said to everyone, when you go home, share one of the things that we 

talked about today with your family and record it. So we're trying to work in a bunch of skills. 



Record it with a video. They all knew how to do that. That was not anything I had to teach. They 

all knew that. Record the person as you're telling them about it, and ask them to share one 

thing they do with their phone with us, and then we'll watch them and then we'll talk about. So, 

we put it out there. So this young woman goes home, she figured out her mom's charging her 

phone. That mystery gets solved. She shows her mom the way that we turned on the speech, so 

that every time she sees texts on her phone, she can hold her finger on it and have it read to 

her. And so she records, she points the camera her mom and says, well, tell us something. And 

her mom left a message on the video, and she told us one of the apps she uses, and then out of 

nowhere, and I'm just listening, everybody's listening, she goes, this is for Mike. I jump, right, 

now I get nervous, because now my name-- she said, this, what you taught her, what you 

taught Shannon is perfect. If you teach her nothing else the entire time, this class has been a 

success. And then one of the other kids in the class, one of the other young adults says, 

Shannon, Mike doesn't have to teach you anything else now. You're done. You can just sit 

quietly. He's not going to teach you anything. But this idea of, these can be life-changing, and I 

had conversations with her about, you know, what do you do when your mom texts you during 

the day? It's text. How do you read it? She said, well, I go in the program and I ask somebody to 

read it to me. And then I ask them to type a message back to my mom. And then when my 

mom texts back, I have to find someone else again. She starts this process over and over again. 

And I said to her, wouldn't it be great if your mom texted you, you could have your phone read 

it to you, and then we could turn your phone on and you could talk to your phone and it would 

just write back to your mom all by yourself. And she said, yes, that would be great. I mean these 

are the kind of things built in, not adding anything, built in features that we can use to make 

people more productive with these devices and get them using some of the other tools. So here 

you go. Here's our opportunity for some little after lunch participation. What skills does 

someone need to use a smartphone? This one, there's no wrong answer, just yell it out.  

>> [INAUDIBLE]  

>> Touch things. It's a touchscreen. What was it? Drag. Okay, so I need to have some ability to 

do some of those other gestures, too. A drag, maybe a pinch, or an expand. I'll throw those all 

together, right? All those kind of things. What else?  

>> Speak.  

>> Speak. Sure. Listen, change rotation on the screen, so understand the orientation of the 

device and if things will change. What else? Be able to hold it, and if you're not able to hold it, 

do we then, we need to look at some other strategy of getting you the ability to hold it. Look at 

it. Focus on it. Be able to visually move through the screen and pick pieces out of it. What else? 

Oh, interesting. Know what the symbols stand for. You see these apps on your device, and if 

you don't know what they are, you don't read, those are a mystery to you. So yes, the really 

good one. Who said that? I'll point you out. Who are you? Good job. Good job. You can put 

your hand up. Be proud. That was good. What else? Anybody else? You got to know how to 

charge it. Phones do not charge themselves. That's what I’ve learned throughout this course. 

Yeah, but think about that. These are the issues and the skills that someone needs to have, and 

I'm sure there's more, and I'm sure we'll think of more as we keep talking. This idea, it is more 



than just the ability to touch the screen at this point. It's all those other things, the cognitive 

demands, the visual demands, the physical demands of moving across and around one of these 

devices have to be taken into account, and how we make sure that we're setting it up so that 

someone can be successful, with something beyond Snapchat and Instagram. So, as we 

continue on, the people that were here this morning, you saw this slide but get ready, you're 

going to see it a little different way right now. So here it is. This is your iPhone. These are the 

apps that come on it. We don't have to buy anything yet. These are just the apps that come on 

it, the icons for it. Hopefully, we know what they are, but if you don't, don't worry, because 

you're about to do an activity. This is your moment. Find a buddy if you haven't found one yet. 

You go back to our Google site. I am going to ask you to crowdsource the ways we can use 

those built-in features to support someone, to support their executive function skills that they 

might need. So on our main Google site, we are in the second session the tech for transition. If 

you get to that page, you get the blurb, you get the learner objectives. You get the slides, but 

you get a couple other things on there too. Thank you. The link is on the description in the 

conference app now. Well done. Good job. Awesome. Cool. Thank you. So, on that, underneath 

the slides, you have a Google sheet set up, and I made that sheet open so we can all write in it. 

So, when you get there on the page, drag your cursor over in the top right corner and you'll get 

a gray box. That will allow you to pop that slide out. You are going to brainstorm. Look at the 

apps that are there on your phone, and I want you to come up with features of those apps, and 

how they could support someone with executive function. Across the top in the in the blue bar 

is every one of the apps that was on the other slide. So, those are their names, now you see 

their names. You have calendar, settings, Safari, clock, contacts. I want you to go through and 

brainstorm some ideas. If you've never been in a shared Google sheet before, you see all those 

colored boxes that means one of you is in there right now, so try not to type over someone 

else. A strategy might be to just move into a blank space and just start typing. Go through, I'm 

going to give you a couple minutes to play, explore, and then we'll talk about them. Alright, 

everybody, we'll get rolling again. Thank you for participating and proving that the crowd is 

always smarter than one person. Look at all of the ideas we have up here now. We won't go 

through them all, but this is here so you guys can go through it. Remember, this is also an open 

document, so if you come up with another one, keep throwing it on here. I won't take this 

Google site down, so it'll just be there until Google turns around and tells me I have to pay for 

it. Then I’ll take it down. But until then, I’ll take it down that day, actually, but until then, it's up. 

But look at some of the ideas that we got, just of, look how long some of those lists are. It's 

great, and to the people who added their own apps that I did not add, thank you. Good job. 

Way to take over the sheet. That's the beauty of it. No, I'm all for it. That's why I made it open 

so you guys could do it. That's great.  

>> [INAUDIBLE]  

>> Yeah, you're welcome. Yes, so you definitely can be, we moved through them all. Some of 

these, I mean look at some of these ideas that we thought of. Using the Notes app for 

medication lists and dosage. Right? Those are the kind of things, I mean how many of us do 

those kinds of things now? How many of us, every time you go somewhere, you take a picture 



of either where your car is, the door you went in, the Wi-Fi code, your hotel room number, I 

could pick a million of them. My phone every couple weeks, I clean it out, because I travel a lot. 

So I'm always in and out of hotels, so where's my car at the airport? What gate did I get on? 

Where's my hotel? What's the Wi-Fi? What's my room number? Take pictures of it and move 

forward. Those are the kind of things, those are the strategies that we need to show people in 

order to use these tools effectively. People mention the idea of using the photos for visual 

schedules. Even we got some ideas for iTunes University. How many people have never 

explored iTunes University? Now you have some homework. Play a little. iTunes University is 

multimedia based courses that are available, most times free. There's some that you pay for, 

but they're, most of them are free. If you're looking to explore an area that someone's 

interested in, they're looking to gain some understanding of a topic, try there. We had this 

experience with the group I was working with. One of the things that we did in our class was, 

you had to go and find something online that was an interest of yours, and we had all these 

apps to use, and one of the young ladies came back and said, well I’ve always wanted to start a 

garden in my backyard, and I didn't know how to do that. And I found a course that showed you 

how to garden. And it had video clips that showed you what to do, to map out your garden, and 

where to put things and, it was all video based. And she used that throughout our course. She 

would come back in, and I always knew that she was out there doing it, because her iPad came 

back in and had dirt fingerprints on the back of it. So I knew she had it out in the garden. And it 

was funny, because we had one of those moments where we had a troubleshooting issue, is 

that she said, you know for some of my courses, when I'm watching the video, when I walk out 

into my yard, they stop playing. And so we had some conversation of why would you think that 

is? And ultimately, the people in the group figured out, which was true, that she was streaming 

videos over Wi-Fi to watch them, and as she got further from her house, the Wi-Fi signal 

dropped out, and her iPad had no more Wi-Fi. And so then we had to talk about what's our 

solution for that? This course let her download the materials into her device, so she was able to 

do that. One of the other guys in the group had reminded her that she should look when she's 

in the yard, and see if one of the cable companies had a Wi-Fi hot spot in her neighborhood. 

These are those great kind of troubleshooting strategies that not any one of them thought of, 

but they all thought of together, which was perfect. So the same kind of idea here. Oh, we 

could go through this for all day. Oh my God, so many good ideas. Using the maps to coordinate 

public transportation. How much time they need to get somewhere. What's around an area? 

Send a pin to let others know where you are. These kind of things. Think about, drop a pin so 

that you know your location and you can get back to it. I'll give you a little peek inside my 

world. My wife came with me last night. We drove over last night and she stayed for the day. 

And I told her, well I have to work all day, so you can do kind of whatever you want. Go crazy. 

Last night before we went to bed, we dropped a pin here so she could get back here when she 

went off, and it's funny. At lunch I text her, I say, hey, how you doing? She said, I was trying to 

go to the museum, but I ended up at the chocolate world instead. So she ended up in a totally 

different place. And I said, well, how are you going to get back? She says, I'm going to find my 

pin that we dropped in my phone, and then I’ll get myself back. Maybe she's at the outlets. I 



don't know. All I said was I'm done at 3:00, so maybe you come back for me at some point? 

That's fine. So if you leave tonight, and I'm still loitering around out in the front, you know why. 

That's okay. But thinking about some of those strategies and these ways we can use these tools, 

these are awesome ideas, so many. So that's good. Please go through them and look. We 

definitely won't go through them all, but I wanted you to have that experience, thinking about 

how we could use this stuff. So interesting to think about how powerful our devices really are, 

with the stuff that's in them already. You know, and a lot of times, and how many of you do 

this? I do it too on my phone. I have a folder that says stuff I can't delete. And it's all those apps 

that come with your device that I don't use all the time. And I dump them in this folder, and I 

push that folder to the back of my device somewhere. But really, if you start thinking about 

what some of these tools could be, and how they could work for us, really powerful stuff. 

Maybe one of these days they'll let us delete some of those apps. All right, so let me get us back 

there. See, if you were with me this morning, you saw, we were like a half hour from the finish 

and I was only at slide 48. Look at the way we're moving today. This is a whole different 

experience today. All right, for this afternoon. All right, so here we are. So that was our idea of 

using the apps that are built into your device to be more effective. How about this idea of 

creating something that you might call a transition toolkit? How many of the individuals you 

work with don't know accommodations that they need to do things? Addresses and 

information, and important pieces of just knowledge that they need to have? Important things 

about themselves? They might have it in little scraps of paper that are all over the place, or in 

the case of the people from the course I was working with, with the students, young adults, I 

couldn't tell you how many times the answer was, my mom has that. Okay, that's great. 

Wouldn't you like to have that so your mom isn't the only one with it? Doesn't that seem 

important? We had a situation come up where one of the people who was a participant in our 

class got a job halfway through. Oh my God, that's great. He was going to be working at 

Applebee's. It's perfect. He didn't know the accommodations he needed to explain to his boss 

when he got the job. He went out on his own and got the job. He didn't use the job coach or 

anybody else. He was in the mall. He walked up. He liked Applebee's. He said, are you looking 

for help? They said yes. Cut to him having a job all of a sudden. Perfect. I love it. But he wasn't 

able to tell them the accommodations he needed. But if he had some of this information that 

was stored either on his phone, or on some electronic version that he could get to, he would 

have been able to share that information with his possible employer. So this idea, having your 

resume available, accommodations, pictures or documents of how you need things done. So we 

tried in our class, setting this up a couple different ways. We tried it through Evernote, so if 

you're familiar with Evernote, it's an app that lets you organize your files. That did not go well. 

It had almost too much functionality for what we were looking for, it was just too much. And 

then, so we made kind of a drop back and a punt situation, and we went to Google Drive. And 

we created folders in a Google Drive that they could then insert all their different pieces of 

information, which worked really well. Now, here's something I can show you. This is kind of 

interesting. Here is a service that is web-based that allows you to create your own transition 

toolkit online. And it's free. And it's really nice. I presented with this lady at the HIA conference 



in Florida, and got a chance to see this in action. It's really, really nice. It's called, the website is 

toolkit4transition, the number four, toolkit4transition.com. When you get there, I did not set 

mine up completely. All I did was just start it so we could get into it. So once you create an 

account, again, it's free at this point. According to her, from talking to her, she doesn't have a 

plan of starting to charge for it either. So, okay, that sounds good. Here is my information, and 

then along the top is all of the pieces of information I can drop in about myself. So, I can go into 

my toolkit, my apps and tech. If I log myself, here is my toolkit. So, I clicked the wrong button. 

So now I'm able to go in this, I'm able to go in this. Does it see me? I think it sees me, right? 

[INAUDIBLE] I might not have added anything, actually, [INAUDIBLE]. But I can go in, and it 

starts asking you a bunch of questions about my skills with a device, and I’ll let that one pop up 

so we can see it. And look at all these different headings of things that I can start adding in 

there. So here, here's something that I can go through, and it says computer skill level. And 

then it lists all of the different types of computers, and then am I beginner, intermediate, or 

master? Handheld devices, beginner, intermediate, or master? I can start filling this out about 

myself. It's a profile. I'm making my own profile of what I'm able to do. And I can go through 

this with both the devices, my reading literacy skills, and look at some of the headings along the 

top that you can go through and fill this out. So, I have literacy, writing, STEM, time, task 

management, organization, study skills and research, communication, hearing, vision, note-

taking, distraction free, stress management, relaxation, post-secondary planning, and then I can 

finalize it when I'm done. Those are the headings that I can start dropping information. In one 

of those settings, I think it's in 14, post-secondary planning, think there's an ability to drop 

documents in there. And my comment to her, was I'd love more space to be able take things I 

already have and store them here also, so that it's one place to go. My fear, like anything else, I 

don't want to create one extra place for someone to go. I want to create one place, and have all 

my stuff there. This is kind of interesting, and you can set this up and try it and see if it works 

for someone. Question?  

>> [INAUDIBLE]  

>> Does it have a--  

>> [INAUDIBLE]  

>> That's a great question I don't know the answer to. It is meant to be digital, so I’ll say that 

first as I continue to poke around it. I have not seen a print feature on this. That doesn't mean 

it's not there, just means I haven't seen it. You guys don't see that, do you see the feature? I 

don't see a print feature, so maybe it doesn't, or I don't even see an export feature at this point, 

and I think it's really meant to live on their website.  

>> So you said it's a digital document [INAUDIBLE]?  

>> Yes, so you're going to an assign a permission, is that what you're asking? Yeah, I don't see a 

way to do that, so you'd have to set this up as yourself, or you'd have to work with the person 

who set this up. Yeah, it's a really good point. And I think when we start thinking about this idea 

of what makes more sense for the person we're working with, does something like this makes 

sense, or does something like a shared Google folder make sense that someone can also 

interact with, and help to organize, and manage, and support?  



>> [INAUDBLE]  

>> Yeah. Yeah, I got the idea of not sharing all of my info with everyone, this idea of being able 

to pick and choose parts that someone's able to see. And I don't see that on here yet. This is 

really meant to be about a collection spot for you, to turn around and say to someone, look, 

this is what I do. Interesting, and there's another program which I haven't seen a final product 

of yet, so I can't really point you towards it and say what it looks like yet. But the state of 

Maryland, out of their Department of Ed, in their working with Johns Hopkins about this, 

they're creating a similar type of support, and it does have those features that you're 

mentioning. This idea if I go in and I populate all the information, and then I can export parts 

out to an employer. So here's what I want you to know. And here's some information, and so I 

think that this needs those next steps. But that program they're working on will be interesting 

also, in that it will do some of those things. And it will let other people populate certain parts of 

it as well. So, as the user, I have control over it, so the individual becomes the owner. But I can 

also set members of my team that can populate certain parts of it as well. Kind of interesting. 

So it has a collaborative approach, some pieces that are collaborative, but still the individual 

becomes the owner of it, the person who's in charge. Kind of cool. So think about that.  

>> [INAUDIBLE]  

>> So, the comment up here was it's like the comment app for colleges. And it is. I mean, you're 

trying to find a way, but it's interesting that we don't always think about that for transition 

students, this idea of what is a way I can get everything I need in one spot? It becomes kind of 

haphazard, and I was talking to a mom about this, because we were talking about transition. 

Her child was about to graduate, and was going to go on to work. And so she was working with 

our vocational rehab, and we were talking about it, and I said, what do you use? And she pulled 

out the largest accordion folder I ever saw in my life, I mean really, and that's what it is, she 

goes, here's what I use. And she dropped it down, and it probably was 40 pounds worth of stuff 

in a giant accordion folder. And yet what happened? She would just pull random things out. Oh, 

you want to see a resume? Here you go. You want to see my application for public 

transportation, for the access link? Sure, here it is. And then these things ended up back in this 

accordion folder. So we had this conversation of, wouldn't it be great if that accordion folder 

would go away? And just the light in her eyes was just worth it right there. She said, yes, that 

would be great. So thinking about hers, we did a Google folder. So we scanned things and 

started organizing, and putting them in folders, and that helped for her. But this idea of getting 

away from the paper. One of the things she shared with me was, this was the second accordion 

folder, because the first one got lost. And I thought, oh my God, it sounds horrible. And she said 

it was exactly as horrible as you would expect it was. It was horrible. Because everything was in 

it, and some of it was the only copy of some of these things. And then she lost the-- and I didn't 

go into it, because it looked like a touchy subject, so I didn't want to-- but I do want to know 

how she lost a giant accordion folder. But, all right. It got lost, bottom line. So it didn't have any 

backup. She's since taken to scanning things, but the scan documents were living on her 

desktop computer, and I said to her, this is great. But we're asking for trouble one more time, 

because what happens if your desktop computer dies and you can't get this folder out of it? It's 



as if you've lost your accordion folder again. That sold her on the idea of Google Drive, and 

putting it in Google Drive. So, for her it was nice. She took her whole folder just dropped it into 

Drive, and then it was safe.  

>> [INAUDIBLE]  

>> Okay, preparation for adult living portfolio.  

>> [INAUDIBLE]  

>> Thank you. I've seen that. That's good. No it's not on. I'm going to be so effective now. 

Actually turn this on, here you go.  

>> So I have a preparation for adult living portfolio in my classroom. And when my students go 

out on work crews, the job trainers give them an evaluation, and then I tell them to put it in the 

portfolio, so that when they go on an interview, it prompts them. They're like, I did this, and 

this, and this, and this. So would I be able to take those, and I guess I would be able to 

download them, or to drop them into--  

>> Yeah, I guess drop it in there.  

>> But I just learned this morning that I can take a picture of it, and then put it in there. But that 

would be, if I'm going to go high tech--  

>> Yeah, high tech is the way to go, I mean. Because then we have access to it, and it doesn't 

matter, and then we don't have to hold off on meeting with employer, because I got to go find 

my manila folder, or my accordion folder, or wherever this thing lives. So, thinking about that, 

kind of an interesting one. So check that out, toolkit4transition. I'll find the link to the Maryland 

one, and I’ll drop it in here also. I have to find that at home. That was an actual, I hate to admit, 

because I'm so digital, that was a piece of paper I collected from them at a conference. I know, 

it's horrible. I'll go back and I’ll find it. I'll put it in here. As we went through this course, a big 

chunk of it was also finding apps that they would use. Finding apps to make them more 

effective, and independent. And so here's kind of the areas we looked at, which was 

organization, time management, task reminders, some kind of multimedia support. That to me 

means social stories first, then visual schedules, something like that. It's a multimedia support, 

any kind of money or independent living skills, and anything else they were looking for. They 

had a chance to drive this part of the process, because I didn't know what it was they were 

looking for. So they got to talk with me about that. We did scheduling, and here's some. If you 

were here this morning you saw these too. But we used these in the class. The visual schedule 

planner is a breakdown of your day into more defined chunks. Morning, afternoon, evening, 

but also I can have checklists, and video prompts embedded in the calendar. So that was really 

powerful for them. So, some of the individuals got this app. Others got something like this ADA 

reminder which gave them a visual prompt for a calendar as well as audio cues. I should point 

out that as part of this program, with the funding we got, each of the participants was able to 

get up to 50 dollars’ worth of apps that they needed for their own device. I should have 

mentioned that, for that little bonus right there. So, we didn't give everybody every app, but 

instead, we had certain apps that everybody got, and then the other ones started to layer in on 

top, depending on the need of the person. So each person had their own needs as we went 

through. Here's a couple others that we picked as we went through, as we were trying to find 



ways to be more independent. A lot of the people in the group took New Jersey Transit, both 

the bus and the train, so we got the app, and we had to make sure we understood how to use 

it, and make sure we knew where the buses and trains were. Some of us were interested in 

budgeting and groceries, so we had a visual budget, which gave us our money, and then we 

could choose how we spent that money, and it was all visuals. Less about text, and more about 

pictures, which was huge for our group, pictures in the money part. The grocery was the same 

thing, go in the grocery store. This one has a barcode scanning feature, so you could go in and 

scan the barcode and it would make a list for that, for you, from that. The scan pen I showed 

this morning to the group, the scan pen, oh, I thought I had it as a picture. Maybe I do coming 

up. Scan pen is the app that lets you take a picture of any text and then read it out loud to you. 

So, it does the scanning and it converts it to text for them to read. A couple others, barcode 

readers which now we don't really need anymore because the barcode reader is part of your 

camera and your phone now. It does a barcode reading piece. The in case of emergency. This 

one we put in there for a specific person who, her mom and again, no judgment, just was a 

strategy, her mom couldn't think of how she could keep all of the girl's important information in 

her device so people could get to it. So what she did was she lined up all of her important 

documents on a table top, her Social Security card, her ID, and a couple other things. And she 

took a picture of it, and then she made that picture the background lock screen of the phone. 

So we had a lot of conversation about it's probably not the spot you want somebody's Social 

Security card and all that other information that all of us have to do is just touch the phone and 

it's going to pop to life. That didn't seem like a good way to do that. I don't judge often, but that 

one I judge. I don't think that's a good one. So, we looked at some of these emergency ones. 

Counting coins, counting money, we did a lot with those. If you were here this morning, we 

talked about the, why'd I blank on the name? Thank you, I just blanked on it, seeing AI, the app 

that's out there from Microsoft, which is a free app, which allows you to do things like count 

money. It reads. It does a whole bunch of things. And it gives you audio prompts of all this 

information. As we continued on figuring out how we were going to use this, we found good 

ways to make this practical. So I mentioned to you that we did part of our class in the mall, so 

we did it in the training room in the mall. Well, in the mall there's a food court. I don't know if 

you've ever been to a mall. Have you? I'm sure you have. There's a food court. So, the first day 

everybody was pretty excited to take a break from Rick, from our discussion, and head to the 

food court for lunch. And they kind of got there and scattered a bit, and it was myself, the 

teacher and two aides, and there were maybe 12 or 13 participants, and off they went. We 

didn't think much of it. What we found was, we had three people who ordered food, ate the 

food while they were at the counter, and didn't have money to pay for the food. They missed 

that key piece of the money to pay for it. And yet, each one of them had eaten enough of it at 

the counter that they were kind of in trouble at that point, so I bought somebody's lunch, the 

teacher bought somebody's lunch, the aide bought someone's lunch. We had a powwow when 

we got back to the classroom, going, we're not buying anybody's lunch anymore. That's not 

going to-- how are we going to do that? So we factored in as part of our training every day, 

when they got dropped from the bus, the bus usually dropped them about 20 minutes before 



the class would start. Food court wasn't really open. Some of it was, some of it wasn't. They all 

had to go down to the food court and decide where they wanted to eat that day, take a picture 

of the boards with the costs. We'd come back and build that into part of the conversation every 

day. So, we brought that back, and we used the pictures combined with calculators and 

budgeting apps to compare the money we had to the money our lunch was going to cost. And 

I'm happy to say I only paid for lunch one time, so that's a good sign. But that was an interesting 

one that we came across, and being in the mall gave us a lot of good opportunities to explore 

ways to be more independent with technology. Moving through, checking the costs of things in 

a store, making a plan of how to move through the mall and build visual schedules of what that 

would look like. And so we were able to do a lot of that in the mall, and there were a lot of 

times of us just walking through the mall taking pictures of random things, which is a great 

conversation of the idea of, you don't just walk up to people and take their picture. Like, those 

kinds of things. Like, you know, someone's in the picture. You wait. If it's their back, make sure 

you don't see any part of them that we could see. We're not going to put these pictures 

anywhere. Those kind of conversations. We had some wearables sneak in halfway through. 

Someone got an Apple Watch for their birthday, so that became a conversation piece. And the 

idea of using this as a tool to help you transition, and to give them prompts and notifications to 

keep people moving forward. And so he was using it with his calendar to give prompts for when 

he needed to move in transition in his day. That was part of what he was using it for, so his 

calendar was set up with different prompts, and it would vibrate to his wrist. That's good. 

[INAUDIBLE] We're going to get this. It's a shame there's only 20 minutes left, because we got 

this down now. Some of the other things we talked about, I mentioned digital citizenship. That 

did come up, this idea of these areas of digital citizenship. This comes from Fractus Learning by 

the way, from [INAUDIBLE], access, commerce, communication, literacy, digital etiquette. 

That's where we spent most of our time, quite honestly. In digital etiquette, rights and 

responsibilities, and security. That idea of don't give your information out. What does it mean 

to have some of these apps? You know, it's that standard don't put your address out on 

Facebook and say you're there by yourself. Those kinds of conversations came up in our social 

media conversation, but this was big because we had this kind of ongoing conversation of how 

we were going to use these devices more effectively. So this just kept rearing its head over and 

over again. Then we finally wrapped up, and this was interesting. This was the last week, kind of 

their graduation from our six weeks. They each had to pick an app and describe to the rest of 

the group how they would use it out in the community. And if they couldn't do it themselves, 

they got to pick a partner from the group to help, and they were, they became the teachers of 

these different apps. So, that was our kind of wrap up of how we were going to use this as we 

move forward. So here's the kind of the suggestions that I would think of as we go through this. 

What worked? Our goal was just the effective use of technology. Effective was different for 

each person in this group, quite honestly. And so each of them, as they came in, we had a 

conversation about what do you hope to be able to do? What do you want to do as you go 

forward? And then we kind of tried to match that to how we're going to teach them. You're 

never going to introduce every app. Don't even try. Find the couple that work, be happy. You've 



made progress. You've made success. It was practical. We had to make sure all of this was 

practical. Ultimately, each of the tools we put in place was about increasing function in some 

way. Independence and function. Here's a thing that might work on for next time. So, what 

didn't work? Only one person in our group, that's one person across two program locations, 

that's almost 40 people, only one person was the keeper of their Apple ID. So we could not load 

anything on the fly. We had to have a very systematic plan at that point, of how we were going 

to go forward and do this, because no one was able to download and put apps on their device. 

So, there were, you know, lots of conversation with family about how we might do that. Some 

conversation in the beginning about loosening up and letting them run the Apple ID. That did 

not go well. I won't share those messages I got, those wouldn't, did not go well. I learned. I 

dropped back and realized. What we ended up doing instead, which just required myself and 

the teacher to be a little more thought-out, was every week we came up with a list of apps that 

we wanted for the next week, and sent it home with people. We sent an update each week 

home to the parents, said this is what we talked about today. This is what we hope to talk 

about next week. Between now and then, can you put these apps on the individual's device? 

And I would guess maybe we got about 60%, some weeks better than others. One week we had 

success because one of the things we really wanted to look at, we had one person who did not 

put it on their device, but she was able to call her sister, and her sister knew the password. 

Whether she gave it to or not, I don't know. I wasn't part of it. She gave it to her. It was great. 

She called her, she put it on speaker. We got the whole thing. Everybody knew the password. It 

was a nightmare. It was just not-- it didn't go well. It all worked itself out eventually. There was 

a moment where everyone in the group went, hey, wait a second, isn't that your password? 

Then we changed it. The sister changed it. So let's talk about even some more that we might 

look at. I mentioned this morning the idea of using Voicestream reader as a text-to-speech tool 

for digital text that you have, but the Voicestream company also has two other apps. They have 

a talking word processor app called Voicestream Writer. They also have a talking mail app called 

Voicestream Mail. And so what we were looking at with some of our participants, especially 

one of them, the gentleman who got a job at Applebee's, his supervisor, the only way he would 

reach out to him was through email. And the person I work with didn't read. He didn't read. So 

he would see the email come from his boss, and he only knew it was his boss because it was at 

Applebee's, and he saw Applebee's, so he knew that word. He said, I think this is my boss. And 

then somebody would read it to him. So, we hooked him up with this mail app so that it came 

directly into his mail, and it was able to function as a reader program, so he could actually read 

that out loud and then respond back to it. Has anyone seen this app? That's its name, it's the 

clunkiest name ever. This is how you have to search for it in the App Store. Children with 

autism: a visual schedule. Don't forget the colon. Don't just call it one or the other. You have to 

do it all. But it's a visual schedule app that allows you to put pieces into it, take pictures of 

things, assign colors to it, and assign a time frame to it. As the schedule moves, as the time goes 

and expires, this circle fills until the activity’s done. So this is the prompt someone sees on their 

screen. Its ride the bus. I'm halfway through riding the bus. I have this much left to ride the bus. 

Very visual, very colored, very good, actually. I like it a lot. It tells me what my next thing is, at 



9:00 is going to start school. So this will end at 9:00, and then at 9:00, it'll be a blue circle that 

takes me to the next item in my schedule, whatever it is. Question? I love it. I have it. And you 

know what's great about it? I have it for evaluation purposes. But I have it. It has a watch app 

also, so those things pop up on the face of my watch and show me how much longer I have 

before something's going to change, and I'm going to transition to the next thing. It's a great 

app, very user friendly, very easy to put together, to put events together and organize it. It's a 

little, as apps go, it's a little pricey. It's 13 bucks, but it's a powerful tool. And that app on the 

watch is the part that really sold me, because I had somebody I'm working with, who he uses 

his watch, he leaves his phone in his backpack all day. But he needs the watch for reminders. 

And so we're using this to keep him on track throughout the day. Really, really cool app. I 

mentioned this morning, this app, because it is one of my favorites. 30 Hands allows you to take 

pictures of something and add audio into it and, then drop it into, and make it into a movie. So I 

can take a bunch of pictures. The scene up here was me walking into a conference, and I took 

pictures at every part of the step. Out of the parking lot, at the front door, the sign to register, 

where my room was, the room I was setting up in, and I just took pictures and I narrated it. And 

then, at the end, you can export that out into a video that then you can watch over and over 

again on any device. Really, pretty nice. Used to be a free app. Now you see, it's sad, and it's in 

little numbers there. It has a costs now $6.99. But it's worth it. I think it's nice if you're looking 

at visual schedules, social stories, those kinds of things if you want to build them. I was going to 

do hands-on, but I see from my thing here. I don't know if I have time to do that. Yeah, I do. 

We'll see. Think about it for a second. We might do it. That is a huge list of apps that will let you 

do something similar. Make your own visual social stories. Some of them are free, some of 

them have a cost, and in fact maybe what I’ll do is I’ll show you, I’ll show you the one, and then 

we'll go watch you explore. How many people know that your new update to your phone, iOS 

11, has screen recording in it now? Look at the rest of you that don't know. You're able to run 

an app and record yourself narrating it, so you're able to make videos on your phone right now 

of the app working. It's been really nice, and I'm sure this is what you guys are using it for, 

tutorials of how to use an app. How do you use an app? Well, I'm going to run the app, and I'm 

going to record it, and I'm going to describe it to you. I'm going to make these little things. I 

have people put together slide presentations, or pictures into an album, and then they narrate 

it, and make a movie out of it. Think about a cheap way to make a visual schedule. Take a bunch 

of pictures, and then swipe them through your photo gallery as you're narrating it, and you 

have a video clip, and it's a visual schedule all of a sudden. So you have this functionality now, 

which is really, really nice. But these are all apps that have some kind of recording component 

to them, that let you build videos that you can use to create these little social stories. Some are 

free, some have a cost. You'll have to go through and figure it out as you go. Another one that's 

really good, does anyone use the Clips app? Oh, wait, I didn't put it in here. Wait, I’ll find it. 

Clips is, I got to figure out where it's attached, what device it's in, out of the seven devices I 

have up here. Clips is an app, it's from Apple, which is good. That means it will work on your 

device pretty seamlessly, and it lets you, now you're going to see my phone and, you're going to 

see-- that's okay, what's the worst that could happen, he says? A text from my wife saying she's 



not coming back. I mean that might be the best you're going to see right now, obviously. Okay, 

there's my kids, oh, that was nice. I'll tell them that you guys said that. That was nice. I'm 

supposed to be somewhere. Let me find the videos. [INAUDIBLE] let me go into the Clips app. 

So, Clips is a video recording app. What I find to be the most powerful thing about Clips is that 

you can just record it. So I can't show it as it's running, let me see. [INAUDIBILE] there we go, 

okay. So I could just record as I went, but what's really cool is you can add in captions right as 

you're recording. This, to me, is huge, because I like the idea of accessible video right off the 

bat. I don't have to do anything else do it, so here we do, we will do that, okay? So, live titles as 

I'm recording. So, here is an example of using the Clips app, and when I'm done the captions 

will be right there already. I don't have to do anything else. It uses Siri, so it's pretty accurate. 

And that's that. So there you go. There's our video, and now I can export that video clip out, so I 

can export it out. And now I have this little video clip that's completely accessible for someone, 

with both the text, and the audio, and the visual, so it has that whole piece. Clips. Really, really 

cool app. I do a lot of stuff where I'm doing training for teams, and for students, and I want to 

make sure that the things I make are accessible right off the bat. So I don't want to have to go in 

later and I would have attached it to that same video. That's so weird. I made a mistake. Here 

you go. Oh, you're not going to [INAUDIBLE] you can do filters too. And the minute I say filters 

to the students, they're all about that. Oh, it's a filter, I can do that. That's great. So there's one 

with a filter. You're going to get this random one that I just keep-- sorry about the sound not 

working.  

>> [INAUDIBLE]  

>> You do not, because right now it's a video in my video library right now, yes. So when you 

export it out, you get a sense I probably say the same thing every time, and they just keep 

show-- it is, it's literally me everywhere I go, and it's in one video. You're welcome. [INAUDIBLE] 

sorry. So that idea of using one of those tools might be a way to create your own materials, and 

you think about it, we have all these devices around us. Finding ways to make our own 

materials that's quick and easy is what we're looking for. So if I'm going to walk through a job 

site with one of the students I'm supporting, and make a video about what they need to do, 

there you go. I run it off my phone. It has captions on it already. They hear it, they see it, it 

moves through. I mean, it's funny. I wish I had a picture of it, but I'm from that generation 

before smartphones, so when I would go with job coaches to a job site to do training videos, it 

was with the camera that went up on your shoulder. And I remember following someone. I 

followed the person and his job coach off the New Jersey Transit bus and just shadowed them 

to make a video. A video that was on a VHS cassette that I had to dub together to get all the 

spots out when we were like, in traffic, and all that other fun stuff. But now you have that 

functionality on these apps to do, so you have this option to be able to make that with any one 

of them. Some of them have green screen effects, so if you had a picture of where they were 

going to go, you could put that picture behind you as you record. I've done that, where I’ve 

made videos after we've taken pictures of someone's job site, and then put that behind us as a 

screen as I make a video to describe what they're going to do in their job site. So it's got that 

picture behind it, they don't have to be there. So those guys-- so, like I said, some are free, 



some are you know borderline goofy sock puppets, but it's so funny, though, oh my God. But 

it'll give you the ability to make these little videos, so whatever those might do for you, that's a 

good a good kind of list to pull out some of those that you could try. Do we have ideas of your 

own? I don't think I have many slides. I don't. But I don't think we have time to do that because 

I know it'll break us out to a longer group. Comments? Questions? Here it comes. Wait for the 

mic. I just want to watch him run one more time. That's great. That's what--  

>> You talked about how a lot of the issues that you confronted with this co-work was safety 

and security. Have you found a document or a reference source that's a good thing, kind of as a 

parent, to go over as a checklist? I mean, I have the obvious ones that I’ve gone over, but is 

there anything that you have seen that's like the full list of things we need to think about with 

people who look at and relate to the world differently?  

>> Yeah, that's a great question, and I’ll definitely open that up to anybody else. But one of the 

sites we spent a lot of time on was Common Sense Media. It's just a great site, and it has tons 

of stuff on there. We did some nice searching through YouTube and found some powerful 

videos that we could use about this whole idea of digital citizenship being safe, and those kind 

of things Common Sense Media is a really good one. Anybody else? A go-to resource? Yeah, try 

that one. That's a really great one. Great question. Thank you. Anybody else? Questions? We've 

got to find my runner, here he comes.  

>> Did you have a parent meeting with that cohort to go over what your expectations were? 

And did each of those students keep those iPads, then? And are you doing it again?  

>> Yeah, it's a good question. So we had a meeting with the parents, but it was tough because 

the only time the program was willing to do it was during the day. So really got a few that were 

there. We did record it so they could all watch it, and then kept that communication open. As 

far as devices, everybody came with their own smartphones, so they left with their own 

smartphone. So they had their own device already. As part of the program, as part of the grant 

program and the monies that we got, we actually bought a set of devices that we left at the 

program, so if someone needed it they would have those. So they got three iPads, four Android 

tablets, and an iPod Touch, thinking it could be a little bit more mobile. So that was what they 

got as far as technology to keep, and to kind of augment if anyone forgot theirs, we would try 

to figure out how to, we kind of set them all up the same way so they could use them. Yeah, 

good question. We've done it-- the question was, am I doing it again? We've done it twice. 

We've lost the funding for it, so we're trying to figure out how to make this more of an ongoing 

process, so we haven't done it yet. But we're in the process of trying to figure out how to do it, 

yeah. Because it was fun, it was very-- it was powerful, yeah. It was really, it was great. And I 

think any of these programs, if you think about what it is your ultimate goal is, whether you're 

in a school and you want to do this-- I actually consult in a school now, and we're doing this as 

part of their transition curriculum. I'm going to meet with the group every once in a while. It's 

going to be a little bit less structured and kind of a drop-in with tech, it's like a tech Tuesday, 

we're going to call it Imagine That on Tuesdays. We'll just drop in and try some stuff, and it's 

going to fit into the bigger curriculum of what the job coaches and the transition people are 

working on. So that might be a way that we'll get it, too. [INAUDIBLE] anybody else? Look, I 



have all this extra time. I have three extra minutes. What am I going to do with myself? No, 

we're good? Well, guys, I'm going to give you three minutes of your life back. It was a pleasure. 

Thank you. I hope you liked it. 
 


